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In earlier writing I recommended direct disclosure of a major researcher financial conflict of interest, per capita funding—i.e., providing a fixed sum per subject recruited and enrolled in a study. This article adds a recommendation for enhanced direct disclosure. The enhancement in the disclosure is a summary of why per capita and excess payments are being discussed. The reason they are being discussed is because of their risk of introducing bias into researchers’ decisions regarding study design, implementation, and interpretation as well as concerning whom to enroll or keep in studies. I explain that my recommendations are required by the rights to bodily integrity and autonomy embedded in informed consent. I identify several arguments that have been made against my recommendations. I explain that many of the arguments against direct disclosure relate to supposed effects on trust. I argue that my rights-based recommendations should not be rejected because of objections based on propositions that (a) are conceptually unclear because of a failure to unbundle different kinds and degrees of trust; and (b) have not been empirically proven even where concepts are clarified. In some instances, empirical confirmation cannot be made because of practical or ethical restraints. These restraints include the fact that some of the necessary studies would require invasion of the right to informed consent. Finally, I suggest and partially apply an organizational method to generate empirical questions and guidance for future research. Even the few hypothetical scenarios addressed demonstrate how complex—and sometimes practically or ethically impossible—would be the empirical studies necessary to adduce proofs sufficient to overcome the imperative of informed consent.
Long-Standing Disclosure Recommendations Implicate Trust

I was among the scholars who early—over two decades ago—called for direct disclosure of certain researcher financial conflicts of interest (“conflicts”) to subjects in clinical trials. “Direct disclosure” is defined here as disclosure to the subject as part of the informed consent process. “Indirect disclosure” is taken to mean disclosure to third parties, such as posting on a public website. I argued in my prior writing that subjects should be “told the mechanism [and source] of the funding (for example, capitation or block grant with a target enrollment), as well as the amount of funding.” The mechanism of compensation I focused on was “per capita funding” of a set amount for each subject recruited and enrolled in a study. Per capita funding is troubling because it risks inclusion of compensation beyond fair market value of the resources, goods, and services supplied by the researchers—a bribe of sorts.¹

The problematic nature of per capita funding is apparent from an example. Thomas Parham was enrolled in a clinical study despite a heart condition that should have excluded him. His physician was paid a generous sum for each subject enrolled in the study. Toward the beginning of the study Parham had symptoms that could have indicated that his heart condition was deteriorating, but his physician ignored the problem. Weeks later Parham was hospitalized and required a pacemaker. At least as far as appearance is concerned, it is easy to believe that a conflict in the form of per capita payments caused the physician to enroll and continue Parham in the study despite the risks to his health.²

My earlier recommendation that financial conflicts of interest (focusing on per capita funding) should be directly disclosed to subjects was based on historical aspects of human experimentation, the dynamics of privately funded human subjects research, and, primarily, rights to autonomy and bodily integrity embedded in and supported by the pertinent case law, statutory law, and commentary regarding informed consent in clinical practice and research.³ In a legal context, this leads to the conclusion that direct disclosure is required by the right to informed consent. The core justification of the earlier recommendations was based on a nonconsequentialist moral framework concerning each subject’s—indeed, all persons’—presumptive individual rights. The present article takes these rights as given and is based on the same moral foundation. But, being a moral pluralist of sorts, I believe that consequences are

morally material. I agree that strong empirical proof demonstrating the high likelihood of
significant harm and little good resulting from direct disclosure might overcome a presumption
in favor of subjects’ individual rights to bodily integrity and autonomy in decision making.\textsuperscript{4}
Some of the primary arguments against direct disclosure are based on empirical assertions about
disclosure’s effects on subjects’ trust in researchers. This article will show that currently there is
no strong empirical proof of direct disclosure’s effects on subjects’ trust in their researchers that
would overcome the presumption in favor of individual rights. Direct studies that would be
needed to adduce strong proof of effects on trust that would overcome the presumption in favor
of individual rights would require that up to 50% of subjects be denied the very information
required by their rights to bodily integrity and autonomy. It seems that the only studies that can
be ethically undertaken are vignette or mock studies, such as the one done by Weinfurt and his
colleagues addressed later in this article.

**Disclosure Is Needed Now More Than Ever**

The amount of research and the percentage of it that is privately funded have increased
tremendously during the last two decades. There is no reason that this growth is not matched by
a proportionate increase in the number of conflicts. In fact, conflicts are now not only more
numerous proportionately, but even more likely to occur as a percentage of all cases. For
example, consider the probability that companies will be under more pressure to recruit and
enroll subjects from what is now a proportionately smaller pool of candidates (given growth in
research). This might lead them to use per capita funding even more often and to make the per
capita fee in excess of fair market value to entice researchers to play fast and loose when
recruiting and enrolling subjects. Furthermore, much of the privately funded research has moved
from the academic setting to the offices and clinics of physicians in private practice.\textsuperscript{5} This has
exacerbated researcher conflicts of interest caused by exchanges of value between
pharmaceutical companies and researchers. For example, payments in the academic setting are
distributed through units having a managerial structure and several professionals (thus diluting
the effect of excess payments on any one researcher), and academic physicians are in a culture
intended to be conducive to high ethical standards that should counsel against acceptance of
excess payments. In non-academic settings, physicians receive payments directly and may be
under little “environmental” restraint.

**Limited Scope Of This Article**

This article has a circumscribed focus. It addresses researcher conflicts, but does not
examine associated institutional conflicts. It does not address the entire array of conflicts; it only
considers disclosures of conflicts created by per capita payments. It does not develop all the
arguments for and against direct disclosure. Rather, it focuses on direct disclosure’s possible
effects on subjects’ “trust” in researchers and whether particular effects argue for or against
direct disclosure. This article goes beyond my earlier work in that it recommends enhanced

\textsuperscript{4} Here I do not address a possible “right to know.”
\textsuperscript{5} The Center for Health & Pharmaceutical Law & Policy, *Conflicts of Interest in Clinical Trial
Recruitment & Enrollment: A Call for Increased Oversight* 5-7 (Nov. 2009).
direct disclosure (summarizing the relevance of the conflict to the subject), and it would seem that an enhancement of disclosure would add to the likelihood of effects on trust.

An example Of An Enhanced Direct Disclosure

An example of an enhanced direct disclosure that might affect researcher-subject trust would be a requirement that subjects in studies funded on a per capita basis be told: “This study is funded by company $x$ which has paid researcher $y$ $10,000 for each subject enrolled. [If true add—“$x$ and $y$ certify that these payments are not in excess of fair market value.”] [“However,”] T/this form of per capita funding (a set amount for each subject enrolled) risks payment to $y$ that exceeds the fair market value of resources, goods, and services supplied by $y$ to $x$. Excess payments in turn present the risk of biasing (in favor of $x$) decisions concerning the design of the research study, whether and when to enroll or keep each subject, and how to determine whether the data from the study demonstrate [the studied intervention] is safe and effective.”

Current Disclosure Practices And Their Relationship To Trust

The early recommendations for direct disclosure have been embraced to a limited extent. For what it is worth, recommendations that indirect disclosures (e.g., to the public on a website) be made have fared better. Disclosure of basic data concerning virtually all exchanges of value from pharmaceutical companies to physicians in a broad array of contexts will soon be required by portions of the Patient Protection and Affordable Care Act (2010). These disclosures are limited, however, to delineation of the nature and amount of consideration on a publicly-available website. For example, per capita payments to a physician-researcher would be posted by the amount of total payments without designating that the payments were made on a per capita basis. This “Sunshine” legislation is not likely to serve subjects’ rights to autonomy and bodily integrity except in speculative or remote ways although it will provide data useful to researchers. Consider the example above concerning Thomas Parham. If the total amount of per capita payments in that case had been posted on a public website without designation of the per capita mechanism of payment, it is not likely that Parham would have both researched for this conflict and understood what it meant. Probably not even an expert could have understood it because its significance would not have been apparent without possibly futile research for further information such as the per capita nature of the payments.

---

6 S. Benbow, “Conflict of Interest: Financial Incentives and Informed Consent in Human Subject Research, 17 Notre Dame J.L. Ethics & Pub. Pol’y 181 (2003), 206-216 (discussing a proposed federal law requiring direct disclosure but only insofar as determined advisable by an Institutional Review Board); J. Christensen and J. Orlowski, “Bounty Hunting and Finder’s Fees,” IRB: Ethics & Human Research 27 (2005), No. 3: 16-19 (disclosure must be made to an Institutional Review board, which should then decide whether there should be direct disclosure to subjects); J. Rao and L. Cassia, “Ethics of Undisclosed Payments to Doctors Recruiting Payments in Clinical Trials,” BMJ 325 (7354) (July 6, 2002), 36-37 (consent cannot be informed without disclosure of payments).
Scholarly commentary opposed to direct disclosure of conflicts is likely at least part of the cause of limited support for including compensation information in the informed consent process, even when there is growing acceptance of the need for indirect disclosure. This literature gives several arguments against direct disclosure. Arguments against direct disclosure include the claim that it would: (1) negatively “free” physicians from some ethical obligations through a conceit that disclosure itself is more than sufficient; (2) increase trust so much that subjects would irrationally become too placid and would not sufficiently monitor researchers; (3) decrease trust so much that subjects would forgo participation in studies that their less skeptical selves would want them to accept; (4) decrease trust so much that subjects who do enroll in a study would forego a chance to benefit from therapeutic effects inherent in the researcher-subject relationship; (5) confuse all subjects, except those from a wealthy educated elite who least need protection; (6) waste resources because subjects’ decisions would not be affected; (7) leave many subjects with no viable alternative, thus making disclosure gratuitous; (8) cause institutions to be lax in their general oversight responsibilities related to financial conflicts, on the assumption that the informed subjects themselves would make reasoned choices; (9) cause information overload and lead to subject confusion or inattention to more pertinent information such as physical risks; (10) not be necessary because of indirect disclosure or other protections; and (11) not have any beneficial effects.

Several of these arguments against direct disclosure relate to effects on trust, and this article will examine them exclusively. The obvious question this raises is: What is “trust?” I will now address that question.

The Multiple Domains Or Aspects Of Trust, Conflicting Research On Trust, And Why, Given the Current Literature, Trust Concerns Should Not Guide Decisions About Enhanced Direct Disclosure

The central problem of analyzing direct disclosure’s effects on “trust” is that the pertinent literature does not sufficiently define the aspects of trust addressed in each study. Here I will stipulate a broad, tentative working definition of at least the core of trust: trust is a favorable subjective state of mind concerning another’s expected motives, intentions, propensities, competencies, or behavior. Beyond this working definition, I will expand on various aspects or domains of trust. I will not attempt a comprehensive analysis or taxonomy of trust. The existing literature’s failure to adequately define and probe “trust” and its various dimensions and aspects alone erodes the power of any findings to a degree that eliminates them as guides for policy.

---

Trust is a multi-faceted concept that can be approached from many perspectives. For example, one can consider why a person trusts another person or an entity—is it because of membership in some group such as doctors or is it because a particular physician has earned trust over time through what is perceived as sound performance? One can speak of particular dimensions of trust—faith in another’s competence, veracity, or empathy. There are also levels of trust. For example, trust could be comprised of magnitudes of belief in the researcher’s overriding concern for the subject’s best interests starting from a complete willingness of a subject to unqualifiedly submit herself to a researcher, then descending degrees of trust down to a potential subject’s complete mistrust in a researcher and consequent probable automatic refusal to enroll. Above the nadir of complete mistrust and refusal to participate could be ascending levels of trust such as (1) that which a subject would rest in a close and respected family member, probably resulting in only a cursory monitoring of researchers’ decisions, representations and recommendations; (2) that which a subject would place in most people, probably motivating a subject to reasonably monitor a researcher; and (3) that which a subject would grudgingly place in an adversary, probably causing a subject to carefully scrutinize each word and every action the researcher takes.

The best study on the effects of direct disclosure of per capita payments on trust is a vignette or mock study done by Keven Weinfurt and his colleagues. However, even he is not clear concerning the forms of “trust” his study addresses. He writes that what his study concerns is “trust in medical research.” To establish a pre-study baseline of “trust in medical research,” Weinfurt asked subjects to rate their agreement with the following statements: “Doctors who do medical research care only about what is best for each patient”; ‘Medical researchers tell people everything they need to know about being in a medical research study’; ‘Medical researchers treat people like “guinea pigs”’; and ‘I completely trust doctors who do medical research.’ These questions suggest different aspects of trust. The first question addresses what motivates researchers. The second question speaks to what researchers will disclose to patients. The third question relates to the expected behavior of researchers. The fourth question suggests a global form of trust that presumably would encompass the aspects spoken to in the first three questions.

The question Weinfurt put to reach conclusions about the effect of direct disclosure on trust in researchers and research institutions was: “How likely would you be to agree with the following statements: I completely trust Dr. Smith to do good medical research[,] I completely trust University Medical Center to do good medical research.” Here trust is faith in doing good medical research, but it seems that distinct elements of trust have been collapsed into the phrase “doing good medical research.” What does this phrase mean? It seems to relate most directly to the researcher’s technical competence as opposed to concern with subjects, but one can only guess. Even “technical competence” bears major ambiguities: competence in choosing a project, competence in setting up methodology, competence in mechanical tasks, in monitoring, recording data, doing statistics, etc., as suggested in the next sentence. We could address even more specifically—and very importantly—competence to properly administer diagnostic tests and the intervention being studied; to properly enroll and maintain subjects in the study.

---

8 Weinfurt et al, “Effects of Disclosing Financial Interests on Participation in Medical Research: A Randomized Vignette Trial,” American Heart Journal Vol. 156 (October, 2008), no. 4: 689-697.
generally; to make enrollment, continued participation, and other decisions in the best interests of the particular subject whose trust is being measured; to fully inform subjects; to do all of the preceding; and more?

Different dimensions of trust or different aspects of a single meaning of trust are inherent in the questions just put. All these dimensions or aspects of trust are relevant to subjects, but to different degrees, often depending on variations among individual subjects. These dimensions of trust listed, tentatively, from most to least important to subjects concern strength of belief in whether researchers are (1) making decisions in the best interests of the particular subject (thus protecting the subject across the board); (2) fully informing subjects (thus allowing them to opt out of studies, before and while they are ongoing if the full information and their preferences so dictate); and, more specifically, (3) properly administering diagnostic tests and the intervention being studied (consequently protecting the subject from injury caused by substandard care and maximizing the possibility that the subject might benefit from the studied intervention); (4) properly enrolling subjects in the study generally (hence protecting fellow subjects and the validity of the study conclusions); and (5) competently designing, conducting, and interpreting the study to obtain good data (thereby reaching correct conclusions regarding safety or efficacy of the studied intervention). Of course, a global conception of trust would include all the senses of trust and provide all the protections in (1) to (5). In all of these, there are problems of combining different degrees of different variables. Thus (to oversimplify for illustration), a subject could have a .7 degree of trust that the researcher has .5 commitment to his best interests but only a .3 degree of trust that the researcher has a .8 commitment.

It is impossible to determine which, or which combination, of these five dimensions or aspects of trust participants in Weinfurt’s study had in mind when they answered the questions put to them about “doing good medical research.” Once again, the current literature does not sufficiently specify which dimensions or aspects of trust should be, or most often are, studied. Consequently, the best I can do in this article is to speculate about enhanced direct disclosure’s effects on various forms or aspects of trust.

The ambiguity concerning what facet(s) of trust are being studied is one of the reasons that direct disclosure’s supposed effects on trust as spoken of in the literature should have little or no influence on decisions whether to implement direct disclosure. Because the studies of (or concerning) direct disclosure offer no clear specification of which aspects of the complex mosaic of trust are being investigated, the findings about direct disclosure’s supposed effects offer limited guidance, at most, and should have little or no influence on decisions whether to implement direct disclosure. This is a comment about the utility of the studies, not ultimately about the concepts being studied. A largely new set of studies and analyses is necessary before the literature achieves basic reliability. This is vividly illustrated by the fact that findings conflict as to whether direct disclosure of financial conflicts of interest enhances or diminishes trust.9 This is a rather basic failure, and it is not merely empirical—it is conceptual. There has been a failure to recognize and sort through the serious systematic ambiguities of trust, which is reflected in its strikingly different—though obviously connected—dimensions. Thus, the utility

---

of any supposedly “empiric” conclusions about direct disclosure’s effects on trust is questionable. It is also ironic that there are conflicting views concerning whether enhancement of trust is good or bad. On the one hand, for example, it can be argued that enhancement of trust will contribute to better subject participation or outcomes. Conversely, it can be argued that enhancement of trust will exacerbate the therapeutic misconception that the primary goal of a clinical study is treatment for the subject rather than scientific inquiry.

Empirical investigation of direct disclosure’s effects on trust is also subject to the limitation that it is unethical to withhold disclosure from subjects in a control group. Obtaining consent to not being told would be impossible without either telling too little to obtain informed consent or too much to prevent biasing the study.\textsuperscript{10}

**Focus On Enhanced Direct Disclosure Of Per Capita Payments**

There is a working understanding among most policy makers and scholars that although per capita payments risk excess compensation, they should not be prohibited as necessarily involving such improper incentives in every case.\textsuperscript{11} I take no position on prohibition. At the very least, however, per capita payments should be treated as generally suspect because they risk excess payment and the consequent bad incentives for at least three reasons. First, it is relatively easy to “hide” excess payment in complex budgets. There are many complex variables that can affect the appropriate funding of any particular study at a specific venue and there is a dearth of research on the costs of conducting clinical studies. This makes it very difficult to prove excess payment in a given case.\textsuperscript{12} Second, per capita payments also pose a high risk of excess compensation because they ignore the economic principle of economies of scale. Third, as mentioned above, they can also improperly entice researchers to enroll subjects or keep them on a study when this is contraindicated. The allure of a substantial set amount of money, say $10,000, for each captured target of opportunity is especially strong.

In this context, my original call for direct disclosure of per capita payments remains important. Again, I now also propose that direct disclosure include an explanation of how a conflict can harm a subject or the public. This is the enhanced direct disclosure mentioned earlier. Specifically, again, subjects should be told that per capita payments pose the risk of excess payments that might bias (in favor of the company funding the study) researchers’ decisions concerning the design of the research study, whether and when to enroll or keep each subject, and how to determine whether the data from the study demonstrate that the studied intervention is safe and effective. I make this recommendation for enhanced direct disclosure because otherwise subjects might not understand why they are being informed about per capita payments and risk of excess compensation. (The enhancement of disclosure adds a variable that is not addressed in the studies to date.)

\textsuperscript{10} Compare the American Medical Association’s position that placebos cannot be ethically used without informed consent to their use. Anne Barnhill, “Clinical Use of Placebos: Still the Physician’s Prerogative?,” *Hastings Center Report* 42 (2012), no. 3: 29-37.


\textsuperscript{12} *Id.*
Six Variables Concerning Risks to Trust.

Although the literature does not contain sufficient information to confidently predict the effect enhanced direct disclosure might have on particular forms of trust in any given study, it is useful to consider what actions might be best to take under a series of assumptions that enhanced direct disclosure increases or diminishes specified forms of trust. Adequate study requires attention both to the dimensions or aspects of trust under investigation and to at least six variables that map onto the five dimensions of trust (or all of them together). These variables are: (1) the nature of the conflict (e.g., researcher owning stock in the sponsor?; here (see hypotheticals below) actually per capita payments); (2) the precise wording and method of disclosure (e.g., enhanced or direct? oral or written?; here enhanced (and verbally and in writing as specified above); (3) the demographics of the subjects (e.g., social or economic class?; here assume primarily white middle-class males); (4) the setting (e.g., academic?; here assume non-academic); (5) the dimensions or aspects of trust being studied (e.g., trust that the researcher will honor the subjects’ best interests?; assumed here); and (6) the magnitude of the impact on trust, if any (often itself the focus of empirical study). Then one can mix and match various combinations of these six variables in various hypothetical situations (sometimes with specific assumptions such as the subject’s affinity or aversion concerning risk) to generate specific questions for research and analysis. This is a heuristic formulation to help isolate questions and guide further study.

I have just listed variables that need to be addressed in studies of trust and provided an organizational scheme to guide future research. Once the propositions that require empirical confirmation are identified, it can be determined whether some or all of them are amenable to proof in empirical studies that can be ethically done. If certain policy recommendations relating to trust can only be supported by proofs that either have not been made or cannot be made in the future because of practical or ethical restraints, those recommendations should not be pursued—at least at this time. Consideration of the various dimensions or aspects of trust and the six variable identified above suggests how difficult it will be to adduce proofs of the effects of enhanced direct disclosure sufficient to overcome the rights to bodily integrity and autonomy that justify enhanced direct disclosure.

I will use my remaining space to venture representative applications of my organizational scheme having already explained above that the current literature concerning direct disclosure’s supposed effects on trust is insufficient to support any objections to direct disclosure. Before proceeding however, I emphasize, to promote clarity, that the current literature is deficient because it does not specify or control for each of the six variables set forth above, nor does it explain either what dimensions or aspects of trust are involved or why researchers have reached contradictory findings as to whether direct disclosure enhances or, instead, diminishes trust. It is quite possible that, in some cases, “contradictory” results are not contradictory at all because they involve different kinds of trust that are affected differently under different disclosure regimes in different settings.
Some Partial Applications Of The Suggested Guide For Future Study

I will now apply my guide for further study to a couple hypothetical scenarios involving the six variables and one of the many different dimensions or aspects of trust I have identified above that are not sufficiently distinguished or considered in the literature. The goal is to demonstrate how one might generate questions for study of the impact of enhanced direct disclosure on the various dimensions or aspects of trust. In each of these hypotheticals assume that (1) the conflict disclosed is the use of per capita payments, (2) the wording, conveyed both verbally and in writing, is the enhanced direct disclosure delineated earlier, (3) the setting is outside of academia, (4) the demographic of subjects is primarily white, middle-class males, (5) the aspect of trust to be studied is faith that the researcher will make all decisions with the subjects’ best interests being of paramount concern, and (6) we have done preliminary work to determine a baseline of trust (in the stipulated sense) that would exist without enhanced direct disclosure against which we will judge any increase or decrease in trust. These assumptions allow the study of each hypothetical to center on the direction and magnitude of any effects on trust from the trust baseline without enhanced direct disclosure.

Now for a first scenario, assume (1) the subject has trust in the researcher’s commitment to the subject’s best interests to such a degree that the subject is prone to unqualifiedly submit himself to the researcher’s representations and requests; (2) the studied intervention is known to have serious albeit remote risks, and the subject is generally very guarded and risk averse. A reasonable subject in this scenario might well decline participation, and even more so we might think our hypothesized usually “very guarded and risk averse” subject would, without more, refuse to enroll. Nevertheless, the hypothesized subject’s form and level of trust in the researcher as specified in this hypothetical might well lead him to automatically consent. Based on these assumptions, it would seem that trust in the form and level assumed would be bad because it would likely lead to unquestioning participation on facts that call out for skepticism and scrutiny. The questions for research derived from this case include: (1) does enhanced direct disclosure of per capita payments enhance or diminish trust in the form of belief that the researcher will honor the subject’s best interests?; (2) if so, how much will trust be enhanced or diminished, and to what level will that put overall trust when computed along with any degree of trust without enhanced direct disclosure?; and (3) how will that affect the subject’s decision making—e.g., will an increase in trust cause the subject to be far more deferential and to forego reasonable (never mind strict) review of issues likely to be material within her own value framework or will a decrease in trust engender a desired level of skepticism?

In the same vein, suppose that direct disclosure could, at least in some cases, attenuate trust with the effect of harming researcher-subject relationships and thereby lowering the possibility of therapeutic benefits from a studied intervention as possibly potentiated by a high quality researcher-subject relationship. Probes of this possible deleterious effect would be extremely complicated and difficult even if one disregarded the ethical objection to withholding direct disclosure from persons in control groups. This is one reason that it will be very difficult for scholars to adduce empirical proofs concerning enhanced direct disclosure’s various possible effects on specific facets of trust.
For example, assume that the positive quality of the researcher-subject relationship has been shown to improve subject outcomes through the same mechanisms that have been shown to improve outcomes when a placebo (inactive intervention) is prescribed. In this sense, improved quality of the researcher-physician relationship would be analogous to a placebo. “Placebo” might be expanded to include relationship quality or, better, relationship quality effects could be labeled “placebo-like.” The common idea of course is that an element not therapeutically effective independent from participation in the study may affect outcome measures favorably. To be sure, a therapeutic relationship is not a medicine, device or procedure and isn’t literally a placebo (unless perhaps we are talking talk-therapy and its accompanying relationships). Now assume the project is to answer the following questions (put in the same form as before): (1) does enhanced direct disclosure of per capita payments diminish a specified form of trust?; (2) if so, what is the magnitude of this effect?; (3) how will the subject’s level of trust as modified by the direct disclosure affect the quality of the researcher-subject relationship and consequent therapeutic effects—i.e., will it harm the relationship so as to negate any placebo-like effect?

Although the questions presented by the hypothetical study are important, answering them via the gold-standard of a double blind study with placebo would require the following groups of subjects: (1) those receiving enhanced direct disclosure and receiving a placebo; (2) those not receiving enhanced direct disclosure but receiving an active experimental intervention rather than a placebo; (3) those receiving enhanced direct disclosure and receiving an active experimental intervention; and (4) those not receiving enhanced direct disclosure but receiving a placebo rather than an active intervention. It is questionable whether such a study would yield valid results. All these permutations of disclosure would threaten the overriding purpose of isolating the effects of the active intervention as opposed to placebo or placebo-like effects. In the traditional physician-patient relationship one could (in theory) determine the effect of relationship quality on outcomes without the confounding variable of using a placebo. However, the best experimental design in the researcher-subject context requires use of a placebo. Scientific consensus and legal regulation, moreover, demand that efficacy requires a therapeutic effect beyond the effects of placebo. This would logically require that therapeutic effect from the studied intervention alone exceed effects from both a placebo and a quality researcher-patient relationship.

Conclusion

In earlier writing I recommended direct disclosure of a major researcher financial conflict of interest, per capita funding—i.e., providing a fixed sum per subject recruited and enrolled in a study. Here I have added a recommendation for enhanced direct disclosure. The enhancement in the disclosure is a summary of why per capita and excess payments are being discussed. The

---

13 These are actually disputed questions. A. Malani, “Regulation with Placebo Effects,” 58 Duke Law Journal 411 (2008): 415-435, 440-442. Moreover, the studies necessary to establish the assumptions might be practically impossible or unethical.

reason they are being discussed is because of their risk of introducing bias into researchers’ decisions regarding study design, implementation, and interpretation as well as concerning whom to enroll or keep in studies. I have explained that my recommendations are required by the rights to bodily integrity and autonomy embedded in informed consent. I have identified several arguments that have been made against my recommendations. I have explained that many of the arguments against direct disclosure relate to supposed effects on trust. I have argued that my rights-based recommendations should not be rejected because of objections based on propositions that (a) are conceptually unclear because of a failure to unbundle different kinds and degrees of trust; and (b) have not been empirically proven even where concepts are clarified. In some instances, empirical confirmation cannot be made because of practical or ethical restraints. These restraints include the fact that some of the necessary studies would require invasion of the right to informed consent. Finally, I have suggested and partially applied an organizational method to generate empirical questions and guidance for future research. Even the few hypothetical scenarios addressed demonstrate how complex—and sometimes practically or ethically impossible—would be the empirical studies necessary to adduce proofs sufficient to overcome the imperative of informed consent.